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VIP collaboration is performing:

Research in Foundational Quantum Mechanics 

- Pauli Exclusion Principle Violation Searches

- Quantum Collapse Models investigations (impact in Quantum 

Technologies)

Interplay between Quantum and Gravity

http://www.sangiovanni.abruzzo.it/it/cosa-visitare/
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Testing (Foundations of) Quantum Mechanics

by applying atomic and nuclear physics techniques

Searching for Pauli Exclusion Principle violation: in atomic transitions

Tests of Quantum Collapse Models: spontaneous radiation (continuous)

What is VIP doing?

2p –>1s atomic transition 

violating PEP in Copper

Energy 7.7 keV 

(8.08 keV normal one)

Sets limits on the

Probability of PEP 

violation (for e-)

1/E continuous spectrum

in simplest white noise models Sets limits on the

Quantum Collapse 

Models
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Local QFT - Greenberg & Mohapatra (Quon Model), Ignatiev, Kuzmin, Rahal, Campa 

…  are subjected to Messiah-Greenberg superselection rule: transition probability 

between two symmetry states in a closed system is zero

introduce new fermions (current) 

in a pre-existing identical fermion 

system and search for PEP-

violating atomic transitions:  

Two classes of PEP violation models -> two classes of 

experiments

VIP-2/3 Open Systems: cleanest method -

UNIQUE - the only experiment capable to test 

these models for elementary particles 

(electrons) with high sensitivity! 

Our dedicated VIP-2 setup (OS).

NB: VIP Open Systems can be also used as 

Closed systems!



One can violate the Messiah-Greenberg superselection rule (classes of Quantum 

Gravity Models): Closed systems (CS)

No  new fermions (current) in a 

pre-existing identical fermion 

system and search for PEP-

violating atomic transitions:  

VIP-2 Closed Systems - High Purity Ge detectors, set of ultra-

radiopure targets– based on collaboration with Low Radioactivity 

Lab (Laubenstein) for present. 

NB: VIP Closed Systems cannot be used as Open systems!

Two classes of PEP violation models -> two classes of 

experiments

Target



Theories of Violation of Statistics

O.W. Greenberg: AIP Conf.Proc.545:113-127,2004

“Possible external motivations for violation of statistics include:
(a) violation of CPT, (b) violation of locality, (c) violation of
Lorentz invariance, (d) extra space dimensions, (e) discrete
space and/or time and (f) noncommutative spacetime. Of these
(a) seems unlikely because the quon theory which obeys CPT
allows violations, (b) seems likely because if locality is satisfied
we can prove the spin-statistics connection and there will be
no violations, (c), (d), (e) and (f) seem possible…………..

Hopefully either violation will be found experimentally or
our theoretical efforts will lead to understanding of why
only bose and fermi statistics occur in Nature.”

The VIP experiments - PEP



Experimentally:
limits on the probability PEP is 

violated (fundamental test of QM –
spin-statistics theorem)

Algebraic Quon-model, 

thermodynamics and 

cosmology 

Generalized 

Uncertainty 

Principle 

(GUP)

Quantum 

Gravity Non-

Commutative

OS

OS+CS

Landscape of theories (50 articles)



Quantum 

Gravity Non-

Commutative





Future plans: test other QG models

First Experimental Survey of a Whole Class of

Non-Commutative Quantum Gravity Models in the VIP-2 Lead

Underground Experiment, Universe 2023, 9, 32

As a consequence, the measurement is very sensitive to high orders in the

power series expansion of the Pauli violation probability, which allows to set the first constraint to the 

“triply special relativity” model proposed by Kowalski-Glikman and Smolin. 

The characteristic energy scale of the model is bound to Λ > 5.6 · 10**−9 Planck scales

The case k = 3, introduces a deformation of the space-time and momentum

algebra that is appropriate for the “triply special relativity” model and involves a 

third invariant scale (other than the velocity of light and the Planck energy), 

associated to the cosmological constant by the authors.



Searching for Pauli Exclusion Principle violation: selected papers

● Phys.Rev.Lett. 129 (2022) 13, 131301

● Phys. Rev. D 107, 026002 (2023)

● Symmetry 2023, 15(2), 480

● Eur. Phys. J. C (2024) 84: 214

Strongest bound on quon-theor

Strongest bounds on Non-Commutative Quantum Gravity

Tests of Quantum Collapse Models: selected papers

What is VIP doing?

● Nature Physics 17, 74-78 (2021)

● Eur.Phys.J.C 81 (2021) 8, 773

● Entropy 2023, 25(2), 295

● Physics of Life Reviews, Volume 42, 2022, Pages 8-14

● X-ray emission from atomic systems… accepted in Phys.Rev.Lett.

Diosi-Penrose model excluded if Markovian

Strongest bound on correlation length of CSL model



VIP-2 Open systems 
activities and plans

(this is our main experimental involvement)



Total acquired statistics before VIP-2 shack renovation analyzed 

(paper under submission):

VIP-2 Open Systems - update on data analyses

Bayesian analysis validated by means of

frequentist CLs exclusion method,

exploiting Neyman construction for a

robust evaluation of the CLs.

Strongest limits in the PEP violation

probability respecting MG:

β 2/2 < 2.4 · 10-43



Update on the current modulation run analysis

A simultaneous spectral and Discrete Fourier Transform Bayesian analysis is 

performed: improvement by about 30% in limits to PEP violation probability

Refined current modulation run analysis

Paper published:

Eur. Phys. J. C (2024) 84: 214

Modulated current test run (68 days in 2021) the wc-woc alternation is automatized with a fixed period of 

100 s: 50 s of wc phase, 50 s of woc.



Paper published 

Meas. Sci. Technol. 35 (2024) 025501



- In September 2023, after completion of a complex renovation of the setup (target cooling 

system and feedthrough system replacements, vacuum chamber maintenance and 

substitution of some damaged SDDs): 

- the data taking was resumed (currently ongoing), alternating periods with DC current on 

(signal) and off (background) circulating in the target; 

- based on our recent findings we are presently taking data in current modulated regime.

- The VIP-2 data taking will go on till end 2024 (early 2025), compatible with 

the VIP-3 setup preparation.

- Aiming probability down to 10 -44

Meanwhile investigate theoretical impact

– at least one paper: QG θ0i=0 towards

Planck scale; GUP – under study; 

Record quon-models

VIP-2 Open systems ongoing data taking and plan

Preliminary calibrated and normalized spectra

from the 2023/2024 data taking runs:



Plans for future VIP-3/4 

experiment

Scan of the PEP violation probability for 

intermediate atomic numbers Z ~ 60

Ag…



Scan the PEP violation probability as a function of Z (i.e. of Energy)
Limits on PEP violation similar to Cu (VIP-2) on other elements

VIP-3 activity: new SDD detectors (1 mm)

Okun, L.:

“The special place enjoyed by the Pauli principle in modern theoretical physics does

not mean that this principle does not require further and exhaustive experimental

tests. On the contrary, it is specifically the fundamental nature of the Pauli principle

which would make such tests, over the entire periodic table, of special interest” JETP

Lett. 1987, 46, 529532

Quantum Gravity Models:

& dependence on Z vastly discussed in our recent papers e.g. Universe 2023,

9(7), 321



VIP-3 activity: the SDD 1 mm detector

● prototypes of the 1 mm thick SDDs bonded and successfully characterized :

- Optimization of the operational parameters of the new SDD, including the voltage of the 

focusing electrode;

- Good spectroscopic performance of the new 1-mm-thick SDDs.



Design of the PCB support prototype finalized, prototype realized for testing

Realization of the new vacuum chamber and target – under finalization

NEXT STEPS:

● thermal cycles in the cryostat with the new modules to verify their mechanical robustness

● PCB production (setting final geometry)

● PCB bonding

● Readout finalized

● Setup assembly and test

VIP-3 activity: main elements in brief

Finalization of the new SDDs readout electronics



VIP-3 - exploit enhanced quantum efficiency of the 1mm thick SDDs 

to perform a scan of β 2/2 with comparable sensitivity to VIP-2 for 

silver, tin, zirconium   2025 - 2028/9

After VIP-3:

VIP-4 - further increase of quantum efficiency, layered structures of 1mm thick SDDs to 

perform a scan of β 2/2 with comparable sensitivity to VIP-2/3 tfor Z > 60: 

- R&D ongoing,

- installation 2028/9

- data taking 2029 - 2033

Plans VIP-3/4



VIP-2 Closed systems

Based on the collaboration with Low Radioactivity 

lab (M. Laubenstein); use Ge - detectors



First analysis of PEPV in GUP (New!)

Generally related to the existence of a minimal length - as predicted by several QG models - E.g. 

GUP structure emerges from string theory in the high energy limit.

The construction of field theories in this context may involve deformations of the statistics:

Theory already developed in collaboration with Illuminati, Bosso and Luciano

PEP atomic tests suitable to investigate  GUP models. FIRST STUDY EVER!

Violation of the PEP depends on the energy and on  𝝠GUP as       

Preliminary result!

ΛGUP > 0.52  Planck scales

We are analyzing the data collected 

(collaboration M. Laubenstein) with the 

HPGe detector and an ultra-radio pure Ta 

target (as test measurement), to set first 

limits on 𝝠GUP from Spin-Statistics 

deformation, towards a publication



Continue collaboration with Low Radioactivity Lab

and use as much as possible data coming from 

different materials eventually with dedicated runs

while considering the development of a dedicated 

setup in the coming years
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Experimental test of the Dynamical Collapse 
Models (>20 articles)



Trieste: 5 luglio 2010 30

What are collapse models

1. Collapse models = solution of the 
measurement problem 

Paradox-free description of  the quantum 
world

2. Collapse models = rival theory of Quantum 
Mechanics 

They are related to experiments 
testing quantum linearity

3. Collapse models as phenomenological 
models of an underlying pre-quantum 
theory

Can gravity causes the collapse?





Searching for Pauli Exclusion Principle violation: selected papers

● Phys.Rev.Lett. 129 (2022) 13, 131301

● Phys. Rev. D 107, 026002 (2023)

● Symmetry 2023, 15(2), 480

● Eur. Phys. J. C (2024) 84: 214

Strongest bound on quon-theor

Strongest bounds on Non-Commutative Quantum Gravity
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● Nature Physics 17, 74-78 (2021)

● Eur.Phys.J.C 81 (2021) 8, 773

● Entropy 2023, 25(2), 295

● Physics of Life Reviews, Volume 42, 2022, Pages 8-14

● X-ray emission from atomic systems… accepted in Phys.Rev.Lett.

Diosi-Penrose model excluded if Markovian

Strongest bound on correlation length of CSL model





Phys.Rev.Lett. 129 (2022) 8, 080401, Phys.Rev.Lett. 130 (2023) 23, 239902 

(erratum)

A Search for Spontaneous Radiation from Wavefunction Collapse in the Majorana 

Demonstrator (< 100 keV)

Cancellation effects?

A Novel Approach to Parameter Determination of the Continuous Spontaneous 

Localization Collapse Model

Entropy 25 (2023) 2, 295



- Spontaneous emission rate for both white and generalized (non-Markovian) versions of 

the CSL and DP models ACCEPTED in Phys.Rev.Lett:

1. effect of the correlated electrons/protons emission in the X-rays range.

2. First prediction of a model-dependent emission in the range (1-100) keV – all 

other groups who did research in this field (Majorana) did not include this effect

Collapse Models: novelty



● at each energy the atomic structure influences the expected S.E. spectrum shape
● accurate shape analyses should allow to set much stronger bounds
● the S.E. spectrum shape is different for different collapse models.

X-rays spontaneous radiation, atomic structure matters!
Change of paradigm



The future of collapse models
- a reanalysis of the data presented in [Phys. Rev. Lett. 129, 080401

(2022)], where the strongest bounds on the models were obtained, in the

range (19-100) keV, is mandatory, in the view of our recent findings

(points 1. & 2.)

- development of a dedicated experimental setup capable of investigating

the predicted, new features of the spontaneous emission rate. GOAL -

identify for the first time the process which induces the w.f. collapse.

TIMELINE:

- 2025-2026, based on the results obtained with a prototype BEGe test setup a plan for

preparing a setup based on BEGe detectors will be put forward.

MAIN FEATURE:

- to exploit spectral shape dependence on the atomic number, one needs to carry out a

data taking campaign with different targets. -> Potentiality to strongly

constrain the dissipative and non-Markovian DP and CLS collapse

models & the mechanism responsible for the collapse



- The data taking and the analysis of the collected data are ongoing:

BEGe detector activity

- Refined measurements of the microphonic

background in the hosting lab performed in

March 2024 (analysis ongoing). We are

working towards the realization of the

isolation system (financed)



Gantt chart

of the future experimental activity

Snowmass 2021 Topical Report on Synergies in Research at Underground Facilities

https://inspirehep.net/literature/2162528


Papers since last SC meeting: 

1) Nuclear Physics Mid Term Plan at LNGS, Eur.Phys.J.Plus 139 (2024) 3, 224

2) Novel machine learning and differentiable programming techniques applied 

to the VIP-2 underground experiment, Meas. Sci. Technol. 35 (2024) 025501

3) VIP-2 with modulated current: pathfinder for enhanced Pauli exclusion…., 

Eur. Phys. J. C (2024) 84: 214

4) PANTHEON: Towards High-precision Tests of the Pauli Exclusion Principle 

in Nuclear Reaction as a Testbed of Theories Beyond the Standard Model, 

Acta Phys.Polon.Supp. 17 (2024) 1, 1-A6

5) x-ray emission from atomic systems can distinguish between prevailing 

dynamical wave-function collapse models, accepted in Phys. Rev. Lett. (17 

April)

6) Stochastic Ricci Flow dynamics, arXiv:2307.10136, to be submitted for publication

7) Strongest constraints on the Pauli Exclusion Principle violation probability by VIP-

2, under submission

8) Investigation of relativistic time fluctuations, in the context of both CSL and DP 

models, paper in preparation.

9) A Pauli Exclusion Principle Violation Search with Gator/VIP, paper in preparation

VIP-2 publications/dissemination October 2023-now





The VIP2 Collaboration acknowledges the 

excellent working conditions and the

continuous and friendly support provided to the 

experiment by the LNGS staff.



Spares



Gator - VIP collaboration
(Prof. Laura Baudis)

an Open Systems test 
of PEP violation in very high Z materials



Gator/VIP collaboration

- using the Gator facility: high-performance low-background germanium 

spectrometer,

- with the implementation of a dedicated target system (high radio-purity Pb) fed by 

a DC power supply

THE GOAL:

measurement  of  β 2/2 in Pb (Z = 82) 

respecting MG superselection, at energies 

not accessible with SDD detectors:



Test measurement data analysis finalized

The analysis of the data collected during 2023 (41 days with a circulating current of 40 

A and 56 days without current) was finalized:

more than one order of magnitude improvement with respect to (Found.Phys. 42 

(2012) 1015-1030)

PAPER UNDER FINALIZATION

using the electron diffusion model:
β 2/2 < 4.8 · 10-29 

Bayesian

β 2/2 < 5.7 · 10-29 
Frequentist

with probability 0.9

Future plans are under discussion: higher current; new features…



Total acquired statistics before VIP-2 shack renovation analyzed 

(paper under submission):

VIP-2 Open Systems - present status and results 

Bayesian analysis validated by means of

frequentist CLs exclusion method,

exploiting Neyman construction for a

robust evaluation of the CLs.

Strongest limits in the PEP violation

probability respecting MG:

β 2/2 < 2.4 · 10-43



Theory: PEP violation in beyond SM

We enlarged our fruitful collaboration with leading theoretical groups

(Prof. Marcianò Fudan Univ., Prof. Mavromatos King’s College, Prof. Illuminati 

Salerno Univ., Prof. Finster Regensburg Univ., Prof. Addazzi Sichuan Univ.)

to explore specific theories beyond SM bringing to PEP violation

1. Non-Commutative Quantum Gravity (we already excluded the θ-Poincaré

noncommutative quantum gravity models far above the Planck scale for

nonvanishing θμν electriclike components, and up to 6.9×10−2 Planck scales if

θ0i=0); presently first phenomelogical investigation of angular dependence of

the PEPV emission -> crucial information on the commutation rules of the space

coordinates, and therefore on the background field underlying non-

commutativity (e.g. the B-field in String Theory). OS+CS

2. Generalized Uncertainty Principle theories (GUP): first calculation (in

collaboration with the group led by Prof. Illuminati) of the PEP violation OS+CS

3. CPT violations bringing to PEP violation: N. Mavromatos – towards connecting

PEP violation probability to CTP violation OS

4. Quon-model, thermodynamics and cosmology (Greenberg, Rahal, Campa,…) OS



First analysis of PEPV in GUP (New!)

Generally related to the existence of a minimal length - as predicted by several 

QG models - E.g. GUP structure emerges from string theory in the high energy 

limit.

The construction of field theories in this context may involve deformations of 

the statistics:

Theory being developed in collaboration with Illuminati, Bosso and Luciano

PEP atomic tests suitable to investigate  GUP models. FIRST STUDY EVER!

Violation of the PEP depends on the energy and on  𝝠GUP as       



Why? PEP lacks a clear, intuitive explanation

... Already in my original paper I stressed 

the circumstance that I was unable to 

give a logical reason for the exclusion 

principle or to deduce it from more 

general assumptions.

I had always the feeling and I still have it 

today, that this is a deficiency. 

... The impression that the shadow of 

some incompleteness [falls] here on the 

bright light of success of the new 

quantum mechanics seems to me 

unavoidable.

W. Pauli, Nobel lecture 1945
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At the root of the Exclusion Principle: 

proof of spin-statistics theorem by Lüders and Zumino

Postulates: 

I. The theory is invariant with respect to the proper 

inhomogeneous Lorentz group (includes translations, 

does not include reflections)

II. Two operators of the same field at points separated by

a spacelike interval either commute or anticommute

(locality - microcausality)

III. The vacuum is the state of lowest energy

IV. The metric of the Hilbert space is positive definite

V. The vacuum is not identically annihilated by a field

From these postulates it follows that (pseudo)scalar fields

commute and spinor fields anticommute.

(G. Lüders and B. Zumino, Phys. Rev. 110 (1958) 1450)





We are working on a prototype of a setup based on BEGe detectors (M. 

Laubenstein) and PSA dedicated analysis tools capable to reach a lower energy 

threshold of few keV, with a double aim: 

1. PEP: to improve the sensitivity on the non-commutativity scale of the θ-

Poincaré model, for θ0i = 0 (see PRL 129, 131301 (2022), PRD 107, 026002 (2023))

2. to develop a versatile detector, which can measure the spontaneous radiation 

emitted by several targets in the range (1-15) keV to test recent, new predictions, 

on collapse models.

BEGe detector activity



This brings up an interesting question: Why is it 

that particles with half-integral spin are Fermi 

particles (...) whereas particles with integral spin 

are Bose particles (...)? 

We apologize for the fact that we can not give 

you an elementary explanation. 

An explanation has been worked out by Pauli 

from complicated arguments from quantum field 

theory and relativity. He has shown that the two 

must necessarily go together, but we have not 

been able to find a way to reproduce his 

arguments on an elementary level. It appears to 

be one of the few places in physics where there is 

a rule which can be stated very simply, but for 

which no one has found a simple and easy 

explanation. (...)

This probably means that we do not have a 

complete understanding of the fundamental 

principle involved. For the moment, you will just 

have to take it as one of the rules of the world

Feynman Lectures 

on Physics
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